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About This Game

Face the world's fiercest dinosaurs and make it back to the future in one piece! You're a physics student with a dream: travel
back in time and document the world of dinosaurs. Can you survive the terrors of the Tyrannosaurus rex?

T-Rex Time Machine is a 170,000 word interactive adventure novel by Rosemary Claire Smith, where your choices control the
story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

When you successfully convert your Land Rover into a working time machine, you set your sights on traveling to the age of the
Tyrannosaurus rex, triceratops, and pterosaur where you'll study dinosaurs and film a thrilling documentary. The only problem is
the competition: your rival and enemy Darien Vance has claimed your work for his own, accused you of plagiarism, and had you

kicked out of graduate school. When you travel back in time, you'll have to prove you got there first, redeem your good name,
and make it home safely.

 Play as male or female, gay or straight.

 Dodge stampeding triceratopses and sickle-clawed troodontids.

 Find love with your best friend or one of your time-traveling classmates.
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 Feed a baby duckbilled dinosaur and let it imprint on you.

 Film and debut your dinosaur documentary—as a scientific masterpiece or a heartwarming nature film.

 Master time travel as you repair your Land Rover on the fly.

 Prove your rival stole your time machine plans, or forge a new partnership with him.

Explore the Age Of Dinosaurs--if You Dare!
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This game is acc fun af and would highly recommend, especially for the price tag. It's exactly the same as cod zombies, which is
definetly a good thing; and if you're seriously complaining about the graphics just gtfo because graphics are worthless if
something isn't fun and this game is definetly more than entertaining to play. Costs less than a cup of coffee, for
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s' sake just buy the game.. The developer released this game for a dollar, then retracted the price a
day or so later, and offered refunds. Honestly it's worth a buck. You can hit the candidates, as well as pepe with a rubber
chicken and stuff. I'm game. I found out if you put the coins on the top of the dolls, they can do a little hat dance. This game
reminds us of a simpler time, when we had a choice. Many of us choose incorrectly, and they will have to own their mistake. 
According to the detailed, thoughtful analysis developed by a career intelligence professional from MI5, Donald Trump pees on
people, and it owes alot of money to Russian oligarchs. Fusssssss. The only reason why Tillerson is secretary of state is to
remove the sanctions. Puppet. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=BEpj-f1GuL8. Overall an intriguing art style and story
concept, but game play mechanics are dated and clunky.. TL;DR: Takes at LEAST 16 hours of perfect runs to 100% this game

Pros:
- Jumping is easy to get used to

Cons:
- Random death zones on platforms
- With sound enabled, there is a very high pitched noise when jumping (unintended?)
- Fullscreen does not work
- After 20,000 score, the game soon breaks (No platforms, platforms moving up or down, character disappearing)
- Contrast between platforms and background is atrocious in the Desert and Arctic levels
- Have to enter the medals page to unlock achievments through Steam
- Unlimited jumps by holding space when unpausing (but breaks the game if done too often?)
- Currency is at a terrible ratio, 2 Qubes for every 1,000 score. Needs to be higher.
- Stars are not worth collecting at only 100 score
- Silver trophy button does not work and is not explained (just a 2x modifier to your Qubes?)
- Microtransaction button to buy Qubes does not work. This game is wonderful! It's extremely, extremely clean with respect to
design. It is a very tight package. The gameplay is very deterministic- you can think out situations and gauge whether or not to
take calculated risks. Everything always makes sense, I have never once been mad at the game or frustrated.

It's a very enjoyable experience, the soundtrack and graphics make for a nice ambient experience, and the music and vibe
changes based on what's going on with your character's situation. The game always has a way of motivating you to challenge
yourself and always try to achieve more.

This is a real gem- at this price you are more than getting your money's worth. Seal of approval from me.
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Adventure Time? More like ♥♥♥♥ this is balls. I'd rather be exposed to dangerous non-descirpt gases.. I really like this loco in
real and this was very good to have. Having gears gives you more feel for the loco so 10\/10.. I really couldn\u00b4t wait to get
my hands on this game. I bought it on release date! This is ONE OF THE MOST DISAPPOINTING titles I have had so far!!
I was looking forward for some BuzzAldrinsRaceIntoSpace with Ekranoplanes or TakeOnMars-like game but this is complete
and utter XXXX. The flight simulation part is like watching paint dry and the oh-so-interesting "career" mode where you can
manage your base excel-sheet style is a new height of entertainment.
I would really like to get a reimbursement for this one but I can\u00b4t.. This game is extremely boring...Bad voice acting,
underwhelming atmosphere with a few cheap jump scares sprinkled in. I bought it on sale for $3.49 and STILL requested a
refund.. What♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ wouldnt even bother somhow this game managed to be 10 times worse that TT the game and Ride
2.. I played it a little, but I liked it, 50 cents is cheap. Mods literally do this better.. I do not reccommend this game. The idea for
this game was great, the features promised was nice, but in the end the game didn't hold up to what it was offering. The play
value was short, and honestly, you just lose your interest after awhile. If you like music games I would rather recommend
Audiosurf.
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